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Welcome!
This guide introduces you to the wide range of options
provided by the Facade tool.
Seven steps show you all you need to know - from
straight facades to subdivided structures to glass domes.
In addition, you will make all the necessary preparations
for creating 3D objects.
A clear example in the form of an exercise will lead you
through this training document. Each step is described in
detail so that you can follow quickly and easily.
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In the appendix, you will learn how to create your own
facade and save it as a favorite.

We wish you much fun and success!
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Basics
Be it an energy-efficient detached house or a modern
office building - a facade is essential! This facade needs to
be planned and designed. Using Allplan 2019's Facade
tool, you can create complex facades quickly and easily.
You can model individual elements or the entire structure
of a facade in a comfortable and easy manner and then
display your design in plan view, sections or 3D. As facades are intelligent components, you can quickly implement any changes that become necessary. The individual
elements of the facade will update automatically to reflect any changes you make.
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Advantages
BIM
We have been committed to BIM for a long time. So, Allplan 2019
also comes with enhanced BIM features.
Allplan is ideally suited to your needs and requirements, encompassing the full range of CAD applications - from 2D drafting to 3D designing to component-oriented building modeling. Be it 2D or 3D –
that’s completely up to you! With Allplan, you can decide for yourself!
The Facade tool creates parametric 3D components in real time. You
can find all parameters you need in Allplan. Using favorites, you can
also define your own components.
A correct floor plan, true to scale, is available at any stage. You can
set the height of the clipping plane in the Settings.
With Allplan Facade, you can design almost any facade shape you
want. There is no limit to creativity!

IFC export
Facades created with the
Facade tool do not need to be adjusted
for IFC export. Allplan transfers facades as IfcCurtainWall or as
IfcBuildingElementProxy of the CurtainWall type, provided the
Grouped or Smart symbol option is selected in the
Settings.
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Intelligent facades
A facade is an intelligent design object as its elements are internally
linked. In other words, any points you enter and elements you create
interact. You can change height settings directly in the 3D model.
In addition, you can convert surfaces to 3D objects and vice versa. It
is irrelevant whether the surfaces are linear, polygonal, circular or
spline-shaped.
You can create and modify facades in the same way as you enter
linear, circular, polygonal or spline-shaped surfaces. Facades can be
displayed at any angle. You can insert facade objects wherever you
like, regardless of how you define the individual subdivisions. These
objects automatically adapt to the geometry. The floor plan will also
update accordingly. There is no limit to creativity!
Some examples:
• Mullion/transom facades
• Glass facades
• Glass roofs
• Accessories for sun protection, winter gardens
• Facade elements like fiber-cement panels, curtain walls, aluminum panels, ceramic panels
• Paneling
• Acoustical and suspended ceilings
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Exercise
This exercise presents a two-story office building. You will apply an
exterior glass facade to parts of the ground floor. In addition, you will
insert a skylight into the roof over the entrance area and add panels
to the facade.

Actual state
Note: The facade elements of the ground floor and the first upper
floor are not subdivided consistently. Consequently, they are not
always congruent. You would not do this in practice. This is only for
the purpose of this exercise so that you can try out various settings
for subdivisions.
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How to proceed in general
Designing facades in Allplan involves five important parts:

1: first step - select favorites
2: second step - create facade
3: third step - special tools
4: fourth step - modify facade
5: fifth step - refine facade
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Selecting favorites
So that you can get started immediately, Allplan comes with a wide
range of favorite files for facade walls and surfaces. The facade
types that are available as favorites are commonly used in practice.
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Retrieve facade favorites tool includes 32 favorites:

• Mullion/transom facade 50mm
• Horizontal covering shell highlighted
• Vertical covering shell highlighted
• No vertical covering shell
• Visibly connected
• Structural glazing
• Mullion/transom facade 60 mm
• Mullion/transom facade 80 mm
• Element facade
• Point-fixed facade
• Sun blinds, aluminum
• Aluminum, small
• Glass, small
• Wood, small
• Shutters of 0.75m width
• Shutters of 1.00 m width
• Shutters of 1.25 m width
• Sliding shutters
• Glass partition
• Point-fixed glass partition
• Glass block, wall
• Paneling (riveted)
• Aluminum cassette
• Board and batten cladding
• Clapboard cladding
• Panels placed (checked pattern)
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• Panels placed (bond)
• Panel wall
• Frame system
• Grid ceiling
• Coffering
• Trellis
All the favorites - be it horizontal, vertical or at an angle - can be
displayed as circles, polylines or splines. In addition, they react to any
angle. In addition, you can apply 3D elements (e.g. four-point canopies) to any facade type.
You can modify all the favorites at any time. In addition, you can customize them to suit your needs. You can then save the modified
favorite as a new favorite, thus adding it to the list of predefined
facade favorites.
The advantages of favorites are obvious:
• Various predefined objects help you get started quickly and work
efficiently.
• You can use predefined objects to create your own favorite files
in a comfortable and easy manner.
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Creating facades
You can choose from eight different basic facade types.
Basically the functions for creating facades can be divided into the
Facade Wall and the
Facade Face tools. In addition, you
can specify whether you want to create
•

Straight components

•

Curved components

•

Polyline-based components

•

Spline-based components

When creating facades, you can enter points and elements as usual
in Allplan. For example, you draw a rectangle (area) using two points.
A special feature is available for creating curves. To draw an arc, all
you need to do is enter three points.
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In addition to all these options, you can create sloping facades of any
type and angle.
In order to design facades quickly and easily, it is essential that you
use objects and define properties and styles for these objects.
Altogether these options form a modular structure that is set up
hierarchically.
You can customize the predefined, parametric components for your
needs. All components can be saved, replaced and created again.
• Point objects include point fixers of point-fixed facades, for example.
• Linear objects include canopies or sun shading elements, for example.
• Doors and windows are surface objects, for example.
• Exterior facade panels are regarded as elements.
• Favorites
• Object properties
• Object styles, subdivision styles saved, fields combined and so
on.
These predefined objects enable you to get started immediately and
work efficiently.
Furthermore, you can use a pattern consisting of basic 2D lines to
create a 3D facade with this pattern. All you need to do is define the
pattern as a subdivision and create the facade with this subdivision.
By the way, you can use the subdivision settings to create directional and non-directional grids of as many angle-independent subdivisions as you want and superimpose these subdivisions as often as
you need. There are no limits!
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Special tools for working with 3D objects
You can configure Allplan to automatically adjust a facade to a 3D
object - all you need to do is click the 3D object. This way, you can
apply different facade types to all 3D objects consisting of planar
surfaces, thus creating various facade alternatives in no time at all.
You can use the following tools:
•
•
•

Convert 3D object to facade (imports the facade)
Convert 3D object to facade and subdivide facade (imports
and subdivides the facade)
Convert facade to 3D object (exports the facade)

These tools help you visualize 3D objects quickly and easily.
Note: General 3D elements with curves cannot be imported. Convert
these elements to polygonal 3D solids before you import them. To
Convert Elements - General 3D element to 3D
do this, use
solid, 3D surface.

Modifying facades
You can modify facades quickly and easily. The entire structure of a
facade will update automatically to reflect any changes you make to
the parameters, points or subdivisions defined for the facade - this
considerably facilitates the process of working with facades. After
modifications, elements and objects adjust automatically and the
changes are immediately displayed in the preview.
Basically any changes can be made in plan, section or 3D. To do this,
use the specific modification tools:
•

Modify points of curve/path

•

Add points to curve

•

Modify lower/upper height
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Detailing
You can create facades in many different ways. The Facade tool
reflects the conventional approach: start by defining a grid, length,
height and the corresponding subdivisions. The next step is to specify open or closed elements. The objects are simply assigned to the
relevant fields in the 3D view. The preview updates automatically to
reflect any entries you make.
To finish, you can refine the facade, that is, you can assign new subdivisions, subdivide existing fields again and so on. You can also combine fields and assign objects. The individual objects can be assigned
to individual fields or to the entire width of the facade.
Advantages:
• When modifications are necessary, you do not need to create the
data from scratch. Rather, you can simply edit the relevant data.
This considerably speeds up the design process.
• Many predefined objects enable you to get started immediately
and work efficiently.
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Steps to take
Step 1 - creating facades across corners
• Defining subdivisions
• Predefined facade favorites
• Drawing facades
Step 2 - displaying additional favorites
• Modifying facades
Step 3 - creating spline-shaped facades
• This guide presents two methods for subdividing and creating a
spline-shaped facade.
Step 4 - inserting opening elements
• Combining fields
• Assigning objects
Step 5 - applying objects to the exterior
• Placing face and linear objects
Step 6 - converting 3D objects to facades
• Creating an inclined glass surface as a skylight
Step 7 - placements
• Placing panels
• Placing windows
Appendix - designing your own facade
• Creating face objects
• Creating linear objects
• Creating point objects
• Saving a facade as a favorite file
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Getting ready
Installing the project template and creating
the training project
So that you can easily follow the steps described in this guide, we
prepared a project template for you. You will start by installing this
project template. After this, you will create the training project based
on the project template you just installed.
You can download the project template from Allplan Connect
(http://connect.allplan.com) on the Internet. You can find the data in
the Training area. Go to Documentation - Step by Step.

To install the project template and to create the training project
 Allplan 2019 must be installed, registered and configured correctly. After having installed Allplan, start Allplan to check whether it
works properly.
1

Download the Allplan_2019_Template_FacadeTutorial.zip project template from Allplan Connect (http://connect.allplan.com)
and save the project template in any folder.

2 Exit Allplan 2019.
Note: When you work in a network environment, check that Allplan is not running on any workstation.
3 Open the folder with the project template and extract the file.
4 Double-click Allplan 2019Facade Tutorial.exe and follow the
instructions displayed on screen.
5 To complete installation, click Finish.
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6 Start
Allplan 2019 and create the training project straight
from the Welcome Screen by clicking the corresponding tool.

New ProIf you have switched off the welcome screen, click
ject, Open Project on the Quick Access Toolbar. The New Project, Open Project dialog box opens. Click
New Project.

Steps to Success
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7 Enter Steps to Success - Facade for the project name in the
New Project - Specify Project Name dialog box. Select the
Allplan 2019Facade Tutorial project template and click Finish.

8 The project opens.
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Selecting drawing files
To select the current drawing file
1

Click
Open on a Project-Specific Basis... on the Quick Access
Toolbar.

2 Make drawing file 100 GF current.

3 Close the dialog box.
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Step 1: creating facades
across corners
Objective
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Defining subdivisions for the facade
To define subdivisions for the facade
1

Open the
and click

Window dropdown list on the Quick Access Toolbar
1 Viewport.

2 Click standard views in the border of the viewport and select
Front Left, Southwest Isometric View.

3 Zoom in on the bottom corner of the ground floor.
Facade (Architecture role - Elements task - Opening
4 Click
Elements task area).

When creating a facade, you work from left to right on the Facade Context toolbar.
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5 Click
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Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

There are two options to define subdivisions: You can choose between Subdivision and Offset.
When set to Subdivision, Allplan divides the length to be subdivided into the number of sections specified. When you enter several values (separated by ‘;’), Allplan creates the sections at the
ratio specified.
When set to Offset, Allplan divides the length to be subdivided into sections of the specified size. Allplan applies the rest in accordance with the values entered for Offset at start, end. When you
enter several values (separated by ‘;’), Allplan creates the sections in the sequence of the Offset values.
You will use the Subdivision setting to create the first facade.
Click this setting if it is not selected.
6 Enter 7 for the number of subdivisions.
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7 To define the Reference for the subdivisions, select Field in the
list box.

The preview shows 7 subdivisions per field.
8 Open the 2. Global tab to define the vertical subdivision.
Note: Click

to add more tabs.

9 Here, too, select Subdivision. Enter 2 for the number of subdivisions. As Allplan is to apply these settings to the entire facade,
set the Reference to All.
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10 Click OK to confirm the settings in the Subdivision dialog box.
Notes:
If you want, you can also enter subdivisions at an angle:

You can superimpose subdivisions as often as you need. However,
the amount of data generated also increases significantly, thus
slowing down processing time.
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Predefined facade favorites
Before you start drawing the facade, select a predefined facade
favorite.

To retrieve a predefined facade favorite
1

Click
Retrieve facade favorites on the Facade Context
toolbar.

2 Select 001 Mullion/transom facade 50mm.

Tip: Facade favorites you
defined yourself are listed
above ----TEMPLATES---.

Facade favorites below ----TEMPLATES---- are predefined
and cannot be modified. The Preview displays an example of the
selected facade favorite. You can find a description of the facade
in the Info area.
3 Click OK to close the Facade Favorites dialog box.
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Drawing facades
To draw a facade
1

The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Straight component.

Facade wall

Note: To make sure that the facade is joined correctly with the
wall, please note the following:
Facades are based on axis dimensions (and not on unfinished dimensions). To make sure that the facade is joined correctly with a
wall/column or floor/ceiling surface, you need to specify half the
transom width or half the mullion thickness when designing the
facade.
2 The room height is 3.60 m. The width of a transom is 5 cm.
To define the height of the facade, you need to subtract the transom width from the room height. As a result, the facade is 3.55 m
high.
Enter 3.55 m for the height.
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3 Zoom in on the area as shown in the illustration:

Allplan 2019
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Step 1: creating facades across corners

4 <Facade> Enter start point
Point to the point marked in the illustration and enter
dy = -0.025 m and
dz = 0.025.

5 Press ENTER to confirm.
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Drawing facades

6 <Facade> Enter second point
Point to the corner and enter

Allplan 2019

dz = 0.025 in the dialog line.

7 Press ENTER to confirm.
Note: The blue arrow shows the direction in which Allplan creates
the facade. The arrow points to the outside of the facade.
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8 <Facade> Enter next point
Point to the planned end point of the facade.
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Drawing facades

9 Enter

dx = -0.025 m and

Allplan 2019

dz = 0.025 m in the dialog line.

10 Press ENTER to confirm.
11 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
Now you have created the first facade.
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Step 1: creating facades across corners
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12 Press F4 to see the facade in animation.
To make sure that the facade is displayed correctly in animation,
switch off Color stands for pen in
Show/Hide ( View
dropdown list on the Quick Access Toolbar).
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What if my facade is not transparent?
To make the color of the glass pane transparent
1

Make sure
navigation mode is selected in the viewport with
the animation view.
Right-click a glass pane of the facade. The shortcut menu opens.

2 Select the

Set Surface tool.

You can see and change the properties of the surface (glass
pane) clicked.
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3 The sub-palette of color *3 opens. Start by setting the transparency:
• Transparency: 90 %
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4 In order to achieve good rendering results with Global Illumination, you should also adjust the color:
Click the Color button in the Color area.

5 The Color sub-palette opens. In the Color system area, click the
button to the right of Color name.
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Step 1: creating facades across corners

6 A color table opens. Select Allplan default color 63 by clicking it.
The color table closes. You can see the new color in the Color
sub-palette.
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Drawing facades

7 Set the following values:
• Diffuse reflection: 80 %
• Glossy reflection: 100 %

8 Click OK to confirm the palette.
As a result, the facade elements appear transparent.

Allplan 2019
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Step 2: displaying
additional favorites
Objective
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Modifying facades
You can use the
ly and easily.

Modify tool to change the facade favorite quick-

To modify a facade
1

If the

Facade tool is closed, open it again.

2 On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Modify.

3 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade you just created. The point you click is irrelevant.
4 Click
Retrieve facade favorites on the Facade Context
toolbar.
5 Select the new facade favorite, 006 Point-fixed facade, for
example. Then click OK to confirm.
6 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
Allplan creates the new facade.
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Step 3: creating splineshaped facades
The facade you will create consists of two components
of different shape. You will use spline-shaped and linear
elements.
This guide presents two options you can use to create
this facade.

Objective
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Alternative 1
Alternative 1 shows you how to create linear and spline-shaped
components. You will create these components in isometric view.

Defining subdivisions
To define new subdivisions
1

Close the animation window.

2 Click standard views in the border of the viewport and select
Front Right, Southeast Isometric View.
3 Zoom in on the following section:

Retrieve facade favorites on the Facade Context
4 Click
toolbar.
5 Select 001 Mullion/transom facade 50mm.
6 Click

Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

7 Open the 1. Global tab.
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8 As you do not want to use any previous settings, click
move subdivision in the Subdivision dialog box.
Repeat this until you have deleted all tabs.
9 Then click
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Re-

Add subdivision to open a new tab.

10 You used the Subdivision setting when you created the first
facade. Now you will use Offset. Select this option.
11 The facade columns are to be spaced at 1.06 m.
Enter 1.06 to define the offset.
12 To define the reference for the subdivisions, select the Field option in the list box.
13 A column is to be created at the end of the spline.
Click EndFix.

14 Click OK to close the Subdivision dialog box.
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Note: To make sure that a facade ends with a column or linear element, you can also use the Linear elements at edges option,
which you can find in the
Settings (Facade Context toolbar).

Drawing facades
To draw the facade
1

Enter a new Height on the Facade Context toolbar: 3.625 m.

2 Click

Facade wall and

Spline-based component.
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3 <Facade> Enter start point
Point to the point marked in the illustration and enter
dx = 0.025 m and
dz = 0.025 in the dialog line. Press ENTER to confirm.
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4 <Facade> Enter second point
Point to the first subdivision point of the spline and enter
dz = 0.025 in the dialog line.
As this offset of
dz = 0.025 is to be used for the entire facade,
you can retain this value. To do this, click
in the dialog line.

5 Press ENTER to confirm.
6 Point to the other subdivisions of the spline one after the other.
The offset for
dz = 0.025 remains fixed.
Press ENTER to confirm each point.
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Step 3: creating spline-shaped facades
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7 Finish entering the spline-shaped component when you reach
the black marker. To do this, click
Finish curve on the Facade
Context toolbar:

8 On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Straight component.
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The straight component must be shorter than the spline-shaped
component. The reason for this is a skyway that connects the
stairway and the main building on the first upper floor.

9 Enter a new Height on the Facade Context toolbar: 3.25 m.
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10 Point to the second black marker. The offset for
remains fixed. Press ENTER to confirm.

dz = 0.025

11 Finish entering the straight component at the second black
marker by clicking
Finish curve on the Facade Context
toolbar (see following illustration).
12 On the Facade Context toolbar, click
nent again.

Spline-based compo-
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13 In order to continue with the spline-shaped component, you need
to change the height back to the previous setting:
Enter 2.625 m for the Height on the Facade Context toolbar.

14 The offset for
firm.

dz = 0.025 remains fixed. Press ENTER to con-

15 Use the offset of
dz = 0.025 for all the other points and press
ENTER to confirm each point.
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16 Finish entering the spline-shaped component when you reach
the corner of the building. To do this, click
Finish curve on the
Facade Context toolbar (see following illustration).

17 Switch back to
toolbar.

Straight component on the Facade Context
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18 Select a suitable isometric view and zoom in on the end point:
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19 Point to the last point of the new facade.
Enter
dy = 0.025 m in the dialog line and retain the offset of
dz = 0.025.

20 Press ENTER to confirm.
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21 Finally, click Apply on the Facade Context toolbar.

Defining vertical subdivisions later
Now you want to apply a vertical subdivision to all the fields of the
new facade. A transom is to be inserted at a height of 2.50 m.

To create vertical subdivisions later
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Modify.

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade you just created. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 Click

Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

4 Then click

Add subdivision to open a new tab.
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5 Make the following settings in the Subdivision dialog box:

6 Click OK to close the Subdivision dialog box.
7 On the Facade Context toolbar, click Apply.
Allplan subdivides the facade as specified.
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Alternative 2
In alternative 2, you will use the basic grid of the building (1.25 m x
1.25 m) to enter the facade. You will learn how to create straight and
circular components. Using the floor plan, you will identify the facade
points.
Note: The next chapters build on alternative 1. If you want to try out
alternative 2, use an empty drawing file.

Creating a facade with subdivisions
To create a facade with horizontal and vertical subdivisions
1

Click
Open on a Project-Specific Basis... on the Quick Access
Toolbar.

2 Drawing file 100 GF is still current. Open drawing file 99 Grid in
edit mode.
3 Switch to Plan view (viewport toolbar).
Facade (Architecture role - Elements task - Opening
4 Click
Elements task area).
5 Click

Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

6 As you do not want to use any previous settings, click
move subdivision in the Subdivision dialog box.
Repeat this until you have deleted all tabs.
7 Then click

Add subdivision to open a new tab.

Re-
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8 Make the following settings on the 1. Global tab:

to open a new tab. Make the following settings for the
9 Click
vertical subdivision of the facade:

The settings on tabs 1. Global and 2. Global apply to the entire facade.
Click OK to close the dialog box.
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10 Draw the facade.
Zoom in on the following region:

11 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Straight component.
12 Enter 3.625 m for the height.

Facade wall

Steps to Success
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13 <Facade> Enter start point
Point to the point marked in the illustration and enter
dx =
0.025 m and
dz = 0.025 m in the dialog line. Press ENTER to confirm.
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14 Point to the end of the straight line and enter
dz = 0.025 in the
dialog line.
As this offset of
dz = 0.025 applies to the entire facade, you
can define this value as a fixed value. To do this, click
in the
dialog line.
Press ENTER to confirm.

15 Finish entering the first straight component by clicking
curve on the Facade Context toolbar.
16 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Curved component.

Finish

Facade wall

Steps to Success
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17 Point to any point of the arc. The offset for
fixed. Press ENTER to confirm.
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dz = 0.025 remains
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18 Point to the end of the arc. Here, too, the offset for
remains fixed. Press ENTER to confirm.

dz = 0.025

19 Finish entering the first curved component by clicking
curve on the Facade Context toolbar.
20 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Straight component.

Finish

Facade wall
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21 Point to the end of the straight line. The value for
fixed. Press ENTER to confirm.
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dz remains

22 Finish entering the second straight component by clicking
Finish curve on the Facade Context toolbar.
23 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Curved component.

Facade wall
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24 Point to any defined point of the arc. Press ENTER to confirm.

Steps to Success
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25 Point to the end of the arc. The value for
Press ENTER to confirm.
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dz remains fixed.

26 Finish entering the second curved component by clicking
ish curve on the Facade Context toolbar.
27 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Straight component.

Fin-

Facade wall
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28 Point to the end of the straight line. Here, too, the value for
remains fixed. Press ENTER to confirm.

dz
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29 Point to the last point of the new facade.
Enter
dy = 0.025 m in the dialog line and retain the offset of
dz = 0.025.
Press ENTER to confirm.
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30 Press ESC to finish entering the facade.
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Adjusting the facade to the basic grid
You will use
Modify to adjust the individual sections of the facade
(curves) to the basic grid of the building.
The basic grid is 1.25 m x 1.25 m.

To adjust the subdivision of the facade to the basic
grid of the building
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Modify.

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade you just created. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 Click

Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

You will now add six more tabs to the two existing tabs.
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These new tabs contain settings for the individual sections
(curves) of the facade.

Steps to Success
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4 Click
to open a new tab. Make the following settings for the
first section of the facade (curve 1 = Location 1), which consists
of a straight line:

to open the fourth tab. The second curve (= Location 2)
5 Click
of the planned facade is the first arc. Make the following settings:
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6 Click
to open the fifth tab. These entries apply to the second
straight line (curve 3 = Location 3):

to open the sixth tab. These entries apply to the fourth
7 Click
curve (= Location 4), which is the second arc:

Steps to Success
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8 Click
to open the seventh tab for the fifth curve (= Location
5). This is a straight line.

to open the eighth tab for the sixth (last) curve (= Loca9 Click
tion 6), which is a straight line.

10 Click OK to close the Subdivision dialog box.
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11 On the Facade Context toolbar, click Apply.
Allplan subdivides the facade as specified.

Now you can use the
Modify tool to change the height of the
region with the skyway to 3.25 m.

Steps to Success
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Step 4: inserting opening
elements
Objective
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Combining fields
Go back to alternative 1 (on page 42) of the spline-shaped facade in
drawing file 100 GF.

To combine fields
1

Zoom in on the area as shown below.

2 On the Facade Context toolbar, click
fields.

Assign combining of

3 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
4 <Facade> Click line of field
Blue points appear at the subdivisions of the facade.
These points indicate the fields you can combine. You cannot
combine subdivisions in spline-shaped components, ensuring
that splines retain their shape (i.e. curves).
Click one of the points shown below.

Steps to Success
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5 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
As you can see, Allplan has created a large window.
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Assigning objects
The next step is to insert a front door in the spline-shaped facade.

To assign an object
1

Zoom in on the area as shown below.

2 On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Assign object.

3 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
4 Select Face objects.

Blue points appear in the centers of the facade's subdivisions.
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5 Click the point shown below.

6 The Object Layout dialog box opens. Select the 009 Left glass
door object and click OK to confirm.
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7 On the Facade Context toolbar, click Apply.
Allplan is creating the selected glass door as specified.
8 Now insert another glass door yourself. Use the facade element
to the right of the glass door you have just created. Choose object 010 (right glass door).
The result should look like this:
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Step 5: applying objects to
the exterior
Objective
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Placing surface objects regularly
Next, you will replace every third glass field in the top row of the
spline-shaped facade with a panel.

To assign face objects
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Assign object.

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 Select Face objects.

You can see a blue point in the center of each subdivision.
4 Click the blue point of an upper glass field.
5 Click Replace in the Object Layout dialog box.
Replace means that the selected object replaces the old object.
Add means that an additional object is added to the existing object (for example, Venetian blinds are added to a window), allowing you to select multiple entries.
6 Select 001 Panel.
7 Click Expand>>.
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8 Enter the following for Location:
?blank3%0blank2

Each geometric element of a facade (point/line/face) has a location that is the result of the subdivision.
The location consists of several numbers separated by blanks,
which are similar to coordinates.
In this example:
? means all sections of the facade (curves)
3%0 means every third field (rest = 0)
2 means in the upper subdivision of the facade
You will learn how to display locations graphically in A note on
face coordinates (on page 85).
Note: This definition repeats for each curve of the facade.
9 Click OK to confirm the Object Layout dialog box.
10 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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As you can see, Allplan has applied panels to the facade.

Note: Allplan retains the settings you define using
Assign object
even if you select a different
Facade favorite. Therefore, reset
the settings defined in the dialog box when you have finished assigning panels to the facade. Otherwise, these settings will affect
other facades, such as the one described in Step 7: Placements (on
page 103).
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A note on face coordinates
When you created the spline-shaped facade, you switched between
straight and spline-based components. Allplan numbered these facade sections consecutively. You can display the numbers of the
facade elements.

To display face coordinates
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Modify.

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 Click

Settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

4 Open the Preview and Entry Settings tab and select the Face
coordinates option.

5 Click OK to confirm.
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Tip: If the numbers are too
large or too small, you can
change the size in the Settings dialog box. Go to the
Preview area and change
the value for Size of
numbers, arrows.

You can find detailed information in the help for Allplan 2019: "Facade" - "Dialog boxes" - "Object layout dialog box".
6 Finally, click Cancel on the Facade Context toolbar.
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Placing line objects regularly
Now you will complete the spline-shaped facade by adding sun
blinds to its upper part.

To assign linear objects
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Assign object.

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 Select Linear objects.

Blue points appear at the edges of the facade elements.
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4 Click the upper point of the glass field in the top row of the facade
(as shown).

5 The Object Layout dialog box opens. Select Add and then 001
Slats.
To assign the selected object to all the upper glass elements of
the facade, select
Assign layout to line.

6 Click Expand>>.
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7 You want to assign sun blinds to the whole upper part of the facade.
To achieve this, enter the following for Location:
3blank3blank?blank?blank2

8 Click OK to confirm.
9 On the Facade Context toolbar, click Apply.
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Now you have assigned sun blinds to all the upper glass elements
of the facade.

If you want, you can also add the linear object (slats) separately to
each curve. Do the following:
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Assign object.

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 Select Linear objects.

Blue points appear at the edges of the facade elements.
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4 Click the upper point of a glass field in the top row of the facade,
for example in curve 1 (spline-shaped part).

5 The Object Layout dialog box opens. Select Add and then 001
Slats.
To assign the selected object to all the upper glass elements of
the facade, select
Assign layout to line.

6 Click OK to confirm.
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Allplan has applied blinds to the upper glass elements in the area
of the first curve. They are displayed in the selection color.
7 Now click an upper point of a glass field in the next section of the
facade. Skip the region under the skyway (shorter glass elements).
8 Repeat steps 5 and 6.
Now the upper glass elements of the next facade section have
blinds appearing in the selection color.
9 Add blinds to all the other sections of the facade except the region under the skyway.
10 Finally, click Apply on the Facade Context toolbar.
Now you have assigned sun blinds to all the upper glass elements
of the facade.
The result is displayed at the beginning of Step 5 - applying objects to the exterior (see "Step 5: applying objects to the exterior" on page 81).
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Step 6: converting 3D
object to facade
Objective
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Creating an inclined glass surface as a
skylight
You can do the following with 3D objects:
• Convert 3D data to a facade
• Configure and subdivide 3D data
• Convert a facade to 3D data
Note: General 3D elements with curves cannot be imported. Convert
these elements to polygonal 3D solids before you import them. To
Convert Elements - General 3D element to 3D
do this, use
solid, 3D surface.

To convert a 3D object to a facade
1

Click
Open on a Project-Specific Basis... on the Quick Access
Toolbar.

2 Make drawing file 98 Draft for skylight current.
Close all the other drawing files.
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This draft is a 3D surface.

3 Click

Facade.

Retrieve facade favorites on the Facade Context
4 Click
toolbar.
5 Select 001 Mullion/transom facade 50mmm and click OK to
confirm.
6 Click

Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

7 As you do not want to use any of the previous settings, click
Remove subdivision in the Subdivision dialog box.
Repeat this until you have deleted all tabs.
8 Then click

Add subdivision to open a new tab.

9 Tab 1. Global opens. Do not make any settings for Horizontal
subdivision.
10 Click

Add subdivision again to open another tab.
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11 Tab 2. Global opens. Make the following settings for Vertical
subdivision:

12 Click OK to close the Subdivision dialog box.
Convert 3D object to facade on the Facade Context
13 Click
toolbar.
14 <Facade> Select 3D objects
Click the 3D surface.
15 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.

Allplan applies the selected facade favorite to the 3D object.
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16 Click
Open on a Project-Specific Basis... on the Quick Access
Toolbar.
17 Open the drawing files of the GF, FF and TF structural levels in
edit mode.
18 Press F4 to see the project in animation.
The great advantage of the
Convert 3D object to facade tool is
that you can edit 3D objects quickly and easily. Converting a 3D object to a facade only takes a few seconds. This way, you can quickly
visualize a winter garden, for example.

If you want, you can display any facade as a sloping facade at any
angle. You can use any favorite type.
Convert 3D object to facade tool, you can convert 3D
With the
objects of any imaginable shape to facades.

98
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A note on converting a
facade to 3D data
Imagine the following situation: You have converted a 3D
object to a facade as described above.
Now you want to change the geometry of the object using the Stretch Entities tool (Change task area).
You cannot modify the facade directly. Instead, you must
convert the facade back to a 3D object, edit the 3D object
using Allplan's modification tools and then convert the
edited 3D object to a facade again.

Approach
To save the properties of the facade
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Modify.

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Object definitions.
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4 The Objects dialog box appears. Click
Save object style and
save all the properties of the facade in a file. Enter Export.fds
for the file name, for example.

5 Click Cancel in the Objects dialog box.
6 On the Facade Context toolbar, click Cancel.
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Convert facade to 3D object
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click
object.

Convert facade to 3D

2 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade. The point you click is irrelevant.
3 On the Facade Context toolbar, click Apply.
Allplan converts the facade to a 3D object.

To edit the 3D object using modification tools
• Modify the 3D object as you need. You can use all modification
tools available in Allplan ( Stretch Entities, for example).

To convert the 3D object back to a facade
1

Click

Facade.

2 On the Facade Context toolbar, click
facade.

Convert 3D object to

3 <Facade> Select 3D object
Click the modified 3D object. The point you click is irrelevant.
4 On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Object definitions.
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5 The Objects dialog box appears. Click
Retrieve object style
and load all the properties of the facade you saved in the Export.fds file.

6 On the Facade Context toolbar, click Apply.
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Step 7: placements

Step 7: placements
Objective
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Creating facade surfaces for panels
To place panels
1

Click
Open on a Project-Specific Basis... on the Quick Access
Toolbar.

2 Make drawing file 130 Surroundings current and open drawing
file 100 GF in reference mode. Close all the other drawing files.

3 Zoom in on the area in front of the front door.
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4 Point into this area, as you want to place the panels there.

5 Click

Facade.

Retrieve facade favorites on the Facade Context
6 Click
toolbar.
7 Select favorite 011 Panels placed (bond):
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8 Click OK to close the Facade Favorites dialog box.
9 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Straight component.

Facade face

10 Zoom in on the area as shown:

11 Start placing the panels.
Check the offset direction. If it is not correct, click
change it. The blue arrow must point downwards.

to
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12 Click the first drop-in point.
Use the corners of the slab element.

13 Zoom in on the areas you need to place the panels along the corners of the slab.
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14 On the Facade Context toolbar, switch to
component.

Allplan 2019

Spline-based

15 Click the spline points of the slab.
16 To finish placing panels, click the first point again and press ESC.
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17 Delete the slab below the panels placed. Check the result in animation.
Note: To modify the panels placed, click

Modify on the Facade

Context toolbar, select the panels and click
Object definitions.
The Objects dialog box appears. You can modify the shape, size,
color etc. of the panels using the options on the Face objects tab.
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Creating facade surfaces for windows
You can insert windows simply by clicking defined points, regardless
of the shape of the opening. This way, you can create window surfaces of circular, polygonal and planar shape. There is no limit to
creativity! Inserting a window only takes a few mouse clicks. You do
not need any complex drafts. Just enter the parameters and Allplan
will create the window automatically. You can use all the favorites
for windows.

To create a facade surface for windows
1

Click
Open on a Project-Specific Basis... on the Quick Access
Toolbar.

2 Make drawing file 101 GF facade current and open drawing file
100 GF in edit mode. Close all the other drawing files.
3 Zoom in on the area as shown:

4 Delete the existing window element group.
The window opening remains unchanged.
5 Click

Facade.
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6 Click
Retrieve facade favorites on the Facade Context
toolbar.
7 Select the 001 Mullion-transom facade, 50mm favorite in the
dialog box:

8 Click

Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.

9 Open the 1. Global tab.
10 As you do not want to use any of the previous settings, click
Remove subdivision in the Subdivision dialog box until you
have deleted all tabs.
11 Then click

Add subdivision to open a new tab.

12 Define the following settings and click OK to confirm:
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13 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Straight component.
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Facade face

14 Click the four corners of the window opening.
15 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.

To create a facade face based on a pattern
1

Draw a rectangular fill in Allplan.

Split Surface Elements, Archit. Elements to cut the fill in
2 Use
order to obtain the desired pattern.
3 Delete the existing window element group.
The window opening remains unchanged.
4 Click

Facade.

5 Click

Subdivision settings on the Facade Context toolbar.
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6 Click
Match pattern to transfer the pattern into the Subdivision dialog box. Open the Reference dropdown list and select
None.

Notes:
As soon as you have loaded a pattern, you can use Off/On to
switch pattern-based subdivision on or off.
Using , you can delete the pattern again.
7 Click OK to close the Subdivision dialog box.
8 The Facade Context toolbar is still open. Click
and
Straight component.

Facade face
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9 Click the four corners of the window opening.
10 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.

11 Select the relevant drawing files and look at the result in animation (see the second illustration at the beginning of Step 7: placements (on page 103)).
Now you have reached the end of this "Steps to Success" guide. We
are happy that we could give you some insight into Allplan 2019
Facade. You have learned how to create and modify 3D facades
quickly using the tools in Allplan 2019.
If you feel like trying out these tools yourself, you can now design
your own facade based on the example in the following appendix.
You will use point, linear and face objects to create a straight facade
and then save the result as a favorite.
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Appendix: designing a
facade yourself
The Facade tool provided by Allplan 2019 has a modular structure.
This way, you can model a 3D facade quickly and easily within a few
minutes.
To do this, you can use predefined favorites, which can be modified
easily at any time. Based on the parameters you define, Allplan creates the components in real time, and you can quickly customize
them for your needs.
However, you can also create your own facade types using predefined objects, visualize and save the results as favorites. Using AllFacade tool, you can design almost any facade shape
plan 2019's
you want. There is no limit to creativity!
Based on an example, we would like to show you how to use
Object definitions to create a straight facade from point, linear
and face objects and to save the result as a favorite.
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Objective
The aim of this exercise is a facade you create yourself using the
Facade tool. The result will look like this:
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Getting ready
The Steps to Success - Facade project is still open in Allplan 2019.
If it isn't, start Allplan and open this project.

To prepare the drawing file for the example
1

Click
Open on a Project-Specific Basis... on the Quick Access
Toolbar.

2 Select the Steps to Success - Facade project node and open
the shortcut menu.
3 Click

Assign drawing files.
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4 The Assign drawing files dialog box opens. Select drawing file 90
and click OK to confirm.

5 Enter Straight facade for the name of drawing file 90.

6 Make drawing file 90 current. Close all the other drawing files.
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Important explanations
Showing start Z values relative to path (reference line)
Before you start creating a facade, you need to decide where to
place its reference line (path). Based on this reference line, you define all the z values of all the facade elements. In other words, this line
defines the position of all the elements you design.
The following illustration shows all the elements of the facade in plan
and their position relative to the reference line.

A = Reference line
B = Center line of frame
C = Center line of glass pane frame
Components of the facade in the sequence in which you will create
them:
1 - Glass pane
2 - Frame of glass pane
3 - Frame
4 - Holder part 1 rear
5 - Holder part 1 front
6 - Holder part 1 middle
7 - Bolt part 1
8 - Bolt part 2
9 - Bolt part 3
10 - Connecting element
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Creating face objects
You will start by creating face objects. In other words, you will define
the Glass object with two elements, Glass pane and Frame.

To create a face object
1

Click
Facade (Architecture role - Elements task - Opening
Elements task area).

2 On the Facade Context toolbar, set the Height to 3 m.
Subdivision settings
3 On the Facade Context toolbar, click
and enter Offset = 1 m for both the horizontal subdivision and the
vertical subdivision of the facade.
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4 Click OK to confirm.
5 On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Object definitions.

6 Open the Face objects tab.
Delete object style
7 As you want to create new objects, click
at the bottom of the dialog box, deleting any entries form the
three tabs.
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8 Click
tab.
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Add object in the area at the top of the Face objects

9 Enter Glass for the name of the object.
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10 Set Object creation to Active and select the Standard option.
Selecting this option places the object at all the locations of the
facade.

11 In the Elements area, click

Add element.

12 Enter Glass_pane for the name of the element.
13 Set Element creation to Active. Select Face for the type.

14 Make the following settings in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
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15 In the Position / length in (mm) area, enter 12 mm for Start Z
and 25 mm for Length Z (= thickness of glass pane).

The following illustration helps explain the Start Z value:
A = reference line (path)
1 = glass pane

16 In the Display, analysis area, select color 3 and select Plan display.
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17 The Face objects tab of the Objects dialog box should now look
like this:

18 The next step is to create the second element of the Glass object, the Frame.
To do this, click
Add element in the Elements area.
19 Enter Frame for the name of the element.
20 Set Element creation to Active. Select Line for the type.
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21 In the Cross-section in (mm) area, enter 50 mm for the Width
and 50 mm for the Depth.
22 Make the following settings in the Position / length in (mm)
area:
Start X = 5 mm
Start Y = 5 mm
Start Z = 25 mm
Select

Do not use X offset automatically.

When you create linear elements, the Start Z value defines the
position of the element's center line:

A = reference line (path)
C = center line of glass pane frame
2 = frame of glass pane
23 In the Display, analysis area, select color 20 and select Plan display.
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24 After you have made all the settings for the Frame element, the
Face objects tab of the Objects dialog box should look like this:

This completes the definition of the face objects.
25 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
Facade wall and
Straight component (Facade
26 Select
Context toolbar) and draw a straight wall that is 3 m long.
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27 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.

What if the facade is not visible in plan view?
What if the facade is only visible in elevation and isometric view but
not in plan view?
The reason for this is usually the value set for horizontal clipping
plane in the
Settings. The default setting is 1 m above the path of
the facade. Consequently, plan view shows all elements that are
intersected by the plane or that are below the plane.
In our example, however, there are no elements at a height of 1 m.
To solve this problem, set the height of the horizontal clipping plane
to 0.8 m.

To change the height of the horizontal clipping plane
1

Click
Facade (Architecture role - Elements task - Opening
Elements task area).

2 As you want to apply this change to the existing facade, click
Modify on the Facade Context toolbar.
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3 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade you just created. The point you click is irrelevant.
4 Click

Settings and enter 0.8 for the horizontal clipping plane.

5 Click OK to close the Settings dialog box.
6 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
Allplan intersects the facade a height of 0.8 m above the path. As
a result, the facade is now visible in plan view too.
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Creating linear objects
The second step is to create the frame of the facade.

To create a linear object
1

Click

Facade.

2 As you want to continue to design the existing facade, click
Modify on the Facade Context toolbar.
3 <Facade> Select facade
Click the facade you just created. The point you click is irrelevant.
4 On the Facade Context toolbar, click
select the Linear objects tab.
5 Click

Object definitions and

Add object at the top.

6 Enter Frame for the name of the object.
7 Set Object creation to Active and select the Standard option.
8 In the Elements area, click

Add element.

9 Enter Frame for the name of the element.
10 Set Element creation to Active. Select Line for the type.
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11 Make the following entries in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
Name: Circle
Type: Polygon with 16 corners
Width = 20 mm
Depth = 20 mm
12 Make the following settings in the Position / length in (mm)
area:
Start X = 0 mm
Start Y = 0 mm
Start Z = -125 mm
Select

Do not use X offset automatically.

When you create linear elements, the Start Z value defines the
position of the element's center line:

A = reference line (path)
B = center line of frame
3 = frame
13 In the Display, analysis area, select color 23 and select Plan display.
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Creating linear objects

14 The dialog box should now look like this:

15 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
16 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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17 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.
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Creating point objects
Next, you will create holders to connect the glass elements with the
frame. These holders consist of several components (holder, bolt,
connecting element), which will be created as point elements.

To create a point object
1

If the

Facade tool is no longer open, click it again.

2 On the Facade Context toolbar, click

Modify.

3 <Facade> Select facade
Select the facade.
4 Click
5 Click

Object definitions and select the Point objects tab.
Add object at the top and enter Holder for its name.

6 Set Object creation to Active and select the Standard option.
7 In the Elements area, click

Add element.

8 Enter Part1_rear for the name of the element.
Note: Element names must not include blanks.
9 Set Element creation to Active. Select Point for the type.
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10 Make the following entries in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
Name: Circle
Type: Polygon with 16 corners
Width = 165 mm
Depth = 165 mm
11 Make the following settings in the Position / length in (mm)
area:
Start X = 0 mm
Start Y = 0 mm
Start Z = -140 mm
Length Z (= depth of element) = 30 mm
The Start Z value is 140 mm from the reference line in the negative direction:

A = reference line (path)
4 = holder, Part1_rear
12 In the Display, analysis area, select color 24 and select Plan display.
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Creating point objects

13 The dialog box should now look like this:

14 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
15 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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16 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.

17 On the Facade Context toolbar, click
facade by clicking it. Select
Point objects tab.

Modify and select the

Object definitions and open the

18 To avoid entering all the settings from scratch again, click
Copy element in the Elements area.
19 Enter Part1_front for the name of the element.
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20 In the Position / length in (mm) area, change the Start Z coordinate:
Start Z = -60 mm
The Start Z value is 60 mm from the reference line in the negative direction:

A = reference line (path)
5 = holder, Part1_front
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Do not change the other settings.

21 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
22 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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23 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.

24 On the Facade Context toolbar, click
the facade by clicking it. Select
the Point objects tab.
25 In the Elements area, click

Modify again and select

Object definitions and open

Copy element again.

26 Enter Part1_middle for the name of the element.
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27 Change the following values in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
Width = 50 mm
Depth = 50 mm
28 In the Position / length in (mm) area, change the following coordinates:
Start Z = -110 mm
Length Z = 50 mm.
The Start Z value is 110 mm from the reference line in the negative direction:

A = reference line (path)
6 = holder, Part1_middle
29 In the Display, analysis area, select color 28.
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Do not change the other settings.

30 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
31 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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32 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.

Creating point elements - bolt element
The next step is to create another point element - a bolt. This bolt
consists of three individual elements.

To create the bolt
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click
facade by clicking it. Select
Point objects tab.

Modify and select the

Object definitions and open the

2 Do not change the settings in the top part of the Point objects
tab, as you are still designing components of the Holder object.
Copy element and enter
3 In the Elements area, click
Bolt_part1 for the name of the new element.
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4 Change the following values in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
Width = 10 mm
Depth = 10 mm
5 In the Position / length in (mm) area, change the following coordinates:
Start X = 200 mm
Start Y = 200 mm
Start Z = 12 mm
Length Z (= depth of element) = 25 mm
The Start Z value is 12 mm from the reference line:

A = reference line (path)
7 = bolt_part1
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6 In the Display, analysis area, select color 31.
Do not change the other settings.

7 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
8 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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9 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.

Modify on the
10 To design the second part of the bolt, select
Facade Context toolbar again. Select the facade by clicking it.
Select

Object definitions and open the Point objects tab.

11 In the Elements area, select the Bolt_part1 element, click
Copy element and enter Bolt_part2 for the name of the new
element.
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12 Change the following values in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
Width = 30 mm
Depth = 30 mm
13 In the Position / length in (mm) area, change the following coordinates:
Start Z = -30 mm
Length Z (= depth of element) = 42 mm
The Start Z value is 30 mm from the reference line in the negative direction:

A = reference line (path)
8 = bolt_part2
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14 In the Display, analysis area, select color 25.
Do not change the other settings.

15 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
16 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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17 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.

18 Now design the third part of the bolt.
Open the Point objects tab again (select
cade and select

Modify, click the fa-

Object definitions).

19 In the Elements area, select the Bolt_part2 element, click
Copy element and enter Bolt_part3 for the name of the new
element.
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20 Change the following values in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
Width = 50 mm
Depth = 50 mm
21 In the Position / length in (mm) area, change the following coordinates:
Start Z = 37 mm
Length Z (= depth of element) = 10 mm
The Start Z value is 37 mm from the reference line:

A = reference line (path)
9 = bolt_part3
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22 In the Display, analysis area, select color 31.
Do not change the other settings.

23 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
24 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
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25 Press F4 to see the intermediate result in animation.

Creating point elements - connecting element
Finally, you will create the elements that connect the circular holders
with the bolts.

To create the connecting elements
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click
facade by clicking it. Select
Point objects tab.

Modify and select the

Object definitions and open the

2 Do not change the settings in the top part of the Point objects
tab, as you are still designing components of the Holder object.
Add element and enter Connector
3 In the Elements area, click
for the name of the new element.
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4 This element is a rectangle with four corners.
Enter the following values in the Cross-section in (mm) area:
Width = 300 mm
Depth = 50 mm
5 In the Position / length in (mm) area, change the following coordinates:
Start X = 110 mm
Start Y = 110 mm
Start Z = -60 mm
Length Z (= depth of element) = 30 mm
The Start Z value is 60 mm from the reference line in the negative direction:

A = reference line (path)
10 = connecting element
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6 In the Display, analysis area, select color 24 and select Plan display.

Note: To zoom in on a detail in the preview, use the right mouse
button to open a selection rectangle around the area you want to
view in detail.
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To display the full preview again, double-click the middle mouse
button.
7 Click OK to close the Objects dialog box.
8 Go to the Facade Context toolbar and click Apply.
9 Press F4 to see the final result in animation.
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Saving the facade as a favorite
The facade is complete. You will save the facade as a favorite for use
in future projects.

To save the facade as a favorite
1

On the Facade Context toolbar, click
facade by clicking it. Select
Point objects tab.

Modify and select the

Object definitions and open the

2 Click the Info button in the lower border of the dialog box.

Delete info text to delete the text displayed in
3 You can click
the Info dialog box.
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4 Enter the following:

5 Click OK to confirm.
6 Click

Save object style in the lower border of the dialog box.

7 Check that all options are selected and click OK to confirm.
The Favorites - office folder opens.
8 Create a subfolder and name it Favorites, examples.
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9 Open the new folder, enter Straight facade for the name of the
favorite file and click Save.

Allplan saves the entire facade to a file with the extension *.fds.
You can see the Point objects tab again. As you can see, the
dropdown list beside the Info button includes the new Straight
facade favorite.
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Retrieve object style, open the FaTo load this favorite, click
vorites, examples folder and select the Straight facade file.
10 In addition to the entire facade, you can also save individual objects and elements of the facade as favorites in the Objects dialog box.
You can find these tools next to the name of the object or element.
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11 For example, you can save the Glass object.
To do this, open the Face objects tab.
12 Click

Save object.

13 The Save favorite file dialog box opens. Select the Favorites,
examples folder.
14 Enter Face object, glass for the name and click Save.

Allplan saves the object as a file with the extension *.ffo (files
for face objects of facades).
When you save elements as favorites, Allplan creates a file with
the extension *.ffe (files for face elements of facades).
15 To load the object favorite or element favorite, click
Retrieve
object or
Retrieve element, open the Favorites, examples
folder and select the object file or element file you want to open.
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Retrieving facades saved as favorites
To select the facade saved as a favorite, you can use the
Retrieve facade favorites tool on the Facade Context toolbar.
The Information area includes the text you entered.

To get a Preview of the favorite, you must create a bitmap. Click
to learn how to do this.

Now you know how to create a straight facade. Of course, you can
also design you own facades using circular, spline-based or polylinebased components.
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Index
3
3D geometry 94

A
adding object 120
aluminum panels 5
assigning objects 78
face objects 82, 120
linear objects 87

C
combining of fields 76
converting 3D object to facade
93
converting facade to 3D 99
converting facade to 3D object
99
creating drawing file 117
curtain walls 5
curved component 56

D
displaying favorites 39

E
external objects 81

F
facade
3D objects 13
across corners 21
assigning objects 78, 82, 87
combining of fields 76
converting 3D to facade 94
converting facade to 3D 99
creating 11, 21
curved component 56
detailing 14
drawing 27, 44
external objects 81
face coordinates 85

face objects 82, 120
face placement 103
favorites 8, 26, 39, 40, 104, 110
height of facade 120
horizontal subdivision 22
how to proceed 7
importing 3D geometry 93
linear objects 130
loading object definitions 40
modifying 13, 40, 54, 69, 130,
134, 143, 152
opening elements 75
options 85
plan display (missing) 128
point objects 134, 143, 152
predefined facade styles 26
retrieving favorites 42, 161
spline-based 41
spline-based component 41,
44, 104
straight component 27, 44, 56,
104
subdivision 110
subdivision based on pattern
110
subdivision settings 22, 120
subdivisions 22, 42, 54, 56, 69
transparency 34
vertical subdivision 22, 54
facade lining 5
face coordinates 85
face objects 82, 120
face placement 103
panels 104
window 110

G
glass facade 5
glass roofs 5

H
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Index
height of facade 120
how to proceed 7

I
importing 3D geometry 93
importing the training project 17
integration into BIM 4
intelligent facades 5

L
linear objects 130
loading object 156

M
modifying 13, 40, 54, 69, 130, 134,
143, 152

O
object definitions 120, 130, 134
opening elements 75
opening the training project 20
options 85
face coordinates 85

P
path (reference line) 119
plan display (missing) 128
point objects 134, 143, 152

R
reference line (path) 119
retrieving favorites 42, 161

S
saving as a favorite 156
saving favorite 156
saving object 156
selecting drawing files 20
showing start z values
graphically 119
spline-based components 41
splitting surface elements, archit.
elements 110
start z values 119, 120, 130, 134
straight component 27

T
transparency 34
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